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TEMPLEDOG

Secure the tube in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down the tube

tying in a length of Gold Oval, leave 4mm of the tube bare for the hook

tubing. Wind the Oval forward 4 turns to form a tip. Tie in a length of

Orange Fl Fibre and wind forward 3mm to form the butt. Tie in and trim

off. Tie in a section of Orange Floro fibre for the tail, this should extend

to the hook points. Tie in a length of Gold Oval tinsel and a length of flat

Gold Mylar and take the thread to the head. Wind the flat Gold up to

here to form the body and tie in. Tie in a long but short fibred Orange

Cock hackle by the base. Take 2 close turns and then Palmer the

hackle down the body to the tail. Hold the hackle tight and take the Gold

oval and rib the body back to the head, securing the hackle as you do

so. Prepare a section of Brown Artic Fox and tie in with the butts facing

towards the tail. In between all the layers add some strands of Angel

Hair. Cut a shorter section of  Artic Fox and tie in the same way. Trim

the butts leaving 5mm sticking backwards to kick up the wing. Pull the

wing back over the fly towards the tail. Use your nail to spread it slightly

and take a few turns of thread close up to secure. Tie in a webby Black

cock hackle by the tip, double it and wind 3-4 turns. Prepare a small

bunch of Black Silver Fox and tie in normal style longer than the under

wing. Again spread it slightly so that it has a teardrop shape, tapering

to the rear, when viewed from the head. Prepare and tie in a long pair

of Jungle Cock eyes. Trim off all the waste and form a neat head. Whip

finish and then apply several coats of varnish.

This is close to the original Templedog tying by Hakan Norling.

Hook - Ali or Plastic tube

Tip - Oval Gold

Tag - Orange Floro Fibre

Tail - Orange Floro floss

Rib - Oval Gold tinsel

Rear Body - Flat Gold Mylar

Body Hackle - Orange cock

Wing - Brown  Arctic Fox

            Orange & Gold Angel Hair

Head Hackle - Black webby cock

Wing - Black Silver Fox            Eyes - Jungle Cock




